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i Remote sensing involves the detection and measurement of electromagnetic energy reflected from the earth's 
/ surface While remote sensing includes images taken from airplanes, the emphasis in this review is upon satellite 

i imagely scanning the visible and infrared spectrum. The "Global FOCUS" sites listed below, for example, display 
planetasy-scale natural and human processes at work. "Regional FOCUS" sites feature c ~ n t i n e n t a l - ~ ~ ~ l ~  phenomena 

1 and include views of deforestation, ozone depletion, agricultural patterns, desertification, water management, 
urbanization, oil slicks, and more. "Sites Focusing on Natural Hazards" stress the impact of hurricanes, drought, 

I fire, volcanoes, and floods. All sites have the potential to demonstrate the dynamic, interconnected nature of our 
planet. 

The best sites like "Earthshots" and "Earth Observatory" provide accompanying narratives, references, locator 

; previews, instructor lesson plans. or sequential imagery. The "NASA Earth Observatory: Data 
I ~~d I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J T "  is one of the more interactive sites allowing for the simultaneous comparison of several global data 
1 layers as a function of time, for example, forest cover with extent of fires. 
1 Many of the available image files are quite large with 1 MG downloads not being unusual. For best results these 
1 ,ites should be accessed through a cable modem. Sites that required special viewers or required images to be 
i : downloaded only through FTP were excluded. 

~h~ suggestions below are not a "best of the best" regarding remote sensing imagery; nonetheless, the suggested 

sites practical, are we11 organized, have authentic content, and few, if any, grammatical errors. Many worthy 
resources do not appear because of space limitations. The sites listed here appeal to a middle school audience and 
above, Finally, as we draw knowledge from these images, let us for a moment remember the crew of the Shuttle 
Challenger, who gave their lives to advance our knowledge of the Earth through remote sensing. 

The sites reviewed are archived at "Resources For Earth Science And Geography Instructionu 

(~ t t p~~~pe~sona l .Cmich . edu / - f r anc lm/hompg .m ) and were featured on the weekly "Earth Science Sites of 
the week J&tserv." To suggest useful sites for listing in future installments or to be added to the listserv please 
contact ~ark.~rancek@cmich.edu 

- ~ - - - - .- 

Sites wi th  a Global Focus 
U R L - ~ ~  -- 

Description - - 

Challenge students to decipher the planet's urban and 
transportation patterns as illuminated by human-made lights. 
Interesting features include the Trans-Siberian railroad, U.S. 
Township and Range, and the 38th parallel marking the 
boundary between industrial South Korea and agrarian North 

-- - 
Korea. 

dataset with another. 
ultraviolet exposure. Options exist allowing you to compare one 

1 
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1 Blue Marble NASA 
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S i t e ~ a m J  A=? URL 

\ 

The Sea-viewing Wide Fleld-of-view Sensor (SeaWlFS) Project 

http //nix nasa gov 
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